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 2150-4 Fossil Shark Products 

Code   Description       Price 
282-1  Otodus Shark Tooth Necklace:Silver Beads  $7.59 
282-2  Otodus Shark Tooth Necklace:Wooden Beads  $5.43 
282-4  Otodus Shark Tooth Necklace:Non-Adjustable Cord $5.43 
282-6  Moroccan Shark Tooth Necklace:Wooden Bead $5.06 
282-8  Otodus Shark Tooth Necklace:Black Suede Cord $6.51 

These 1” Moroccan fossil shark tooth 
necklaces have wooden beads in assorted 
colors and patterns all the way around.  
The fossil tooth is black or gray.  They 
have a twist fastener.  This has a narrower 
tooth than 282-2. 
 

Made in the USA from Moroccan fossils 

This is a plain 1” Moroccan Otodus fossil 
shark tooth necklace with a black suede 
cord and no beads.  It has a hook fastener.  
 

Made in the USA from Moroccan fossils 

A 1” Moroccan Otodus shark tooth 
hangs on an non-adjustable cord.  
 

Made in the USA 
from Moroccan fossils 

These 1” Moroccan Otodus fossil 
shark tooth necklaces come with 
silver beads and have a hook 
fastener.  

 

Made in the USA 
from Moroccan fossils 

282-1 

FOSSIL SHARK TOOTH NECKLACES 

These 1” Moroccan Otodus fossil shark 
tooth necklaces have wooden beads in 
assorted colors and patterns all the way 
around.  They have a twist fastener.  
 

Made in the USA  
from Moroccan fossils 

282-2 

282-4 

282-6 

282-8 

Sharks were not killed to make these 
necklaces.  The 1” teeth are fossils. 

Code    Description         1-23  24+ 
282-10-01  Fossil Shark Tooth Necklace:Adjustable Black Wax Cord  $2.08  $1.72 

This is a wire wrapped ¾" Moroccan fossil shark tooth necklace with an adjustable 16" to 24" black wax cord. Genus 
and species of the shark is unknown.   
 

Made in the USA from Moroccan Fossils 

282-10-01 

These 4” by 3¼” souvenir packs contain different types of fossil shark teeth and 
pieces.  They come in bags of fossil soft fin mako shark teeth, bull shark teeth, tiger 
shark teeth, or fossil shark jaws.  You will get an assortment as we do not sort by 
type.  Not for export.  CITES. 

 

Country of Origin is Unknown 

FOSSIL SHARK TEETH PACKS 

561-201 

Code   Description     1-23  24-99  100-999 1000+ 
561-201 Fossil Shark Teeth & Pieces Pack $5.24  $3.94  $3.28  $2.61 

Sharks around the world are 
under threat, primarily from 
finning for Chinese shark-fin 
soup.  There are more than 70 
million sharks killed per year for 
this market.  The fishermen cut 
off the fin and throw the shark 
back in the water to die.  We 
strongly object to this wanton 
waste of any species and 
encourage efforts to restrict this 
practice.  Many of the shark 
products we sell come from 
sharks that were killed for other 
reasons:  they are rarely killed 
for their teeth or jaws.  The 

WHY SELL SHARK 
PRODUCTS? 

561-201 

70 
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 2150-5 Fossil Shark Products 

Code    Description      1-23  24+ 
282-AC01-AS Gray Fossil Shark Tooth Necklace:0.5”  $6.56  $5.25 

This is a wire wrapped ½” gray fossil 
shark tooth necklace. The tooth is hung on 
a 20” long black cord. The tooth size may 
vary a bit as these are natural products.  
The shark teeth come from assorted 
unknown species. Not for export.  

 

Assembled in the USA 
282-AC01-AS 

GRAY FOSSIL SHARK TOOTH  
NECKLACES 

FOSSIL SHARK TOOTH  
NECKLACES 

These fossil shark tooth necklaces have beads in assorted colors 
and are hung on an adjustable 14” to 26” black cord. The fossil 
teeth are approximately ½” long. The fossil shark teeth are from 
assorted sharks: sand, tiger, bull, extinct hemipristis, mako, lemon, 
dusky, and carcharodon. The necklace comes with a fossil tooth 
identification card.  We do not sort these necklaces by color or 
tooth type.  You will receive an assortment when you order this 
item.  Not for export. 
 

Assembled in the USA using fossils from ancient seabeds along 
the Florida coast or the Atlas Mountains of Morocco 

282-AC04-AS 

Code    Description  1-23  24-99  100+ 
282-AC04-AS Fossil Shark Tooth  $7.88  $6.56  $5.25 
   Necklace with Card  

71 

Code    Description    1-23  24-99  100+ 
282-AC05-AS Mako Shark Tooth Coconut  $13.14 $10.11 $8.09 
   Bead Necklace:1”  
282-AC07-AS Mako Shark Necklace:1”  $14.08 $10.83 $8.66 

The coconut bead necklace’s shark tooth is wrapped with silver colored 
wire. The coconut beads come in a variety of colors. The plain shark tooth 
necklace’s shark tooth is wrapped with silver colored wire and hung on an 
18" to 20" black braided leather cord with two silver colored open weaved 
beads. These real Mako shark teeth are cleaned, sanded, and bleached. These 
teeth are NOT fossilized and are a bright white in color. The teeth are 
approximately 1" long. Tooth shape and size will vary a bit as these are 
natural products. You will receive an assortment when you order this item. 
Not for export. (Isurus oxyrinchus. Wild). 
 

Assembled in the USA 

282-AC05-AS 

MAKO SHARK TOOTH NECKLACES 

Code    Description    1-23  24-99  100+ 
282-AC06-AS White Shark Tooth Necklace $6.57  $5.05  $4.04 

282-AC06-AS 

WHITE SHARK TOOTH  NECKLACES 

282-AC07-AS 

This is a real shark tooth necklace. The shark 
tooth is wrapped with silver colored wire and 
hung on a 20½" long black cord with a round 
plastic bead. The white shark tooth is 
approximately ½" to 1" long and come from 
assorted unknown species. Tooth shape and 
size will vary as these are natural products. 
We do not sort these necklaces so you will 
receive an assortment when you order this 
item. Not for export. 
 

Assembled in the USA 
Code    Description  1-23  24-99  100+ 
42-FST01-AS Fossil Shark Tooth  $7.53  $6.27  $5.02  
   Keyring with Card 

FOSSIL SHARK TOOTH  
KEYCHAINS 

These fossil shark tooth keyrings have a black cord and assorted 
beads. The total length of the keyring is approximately 4½" and 
the teeth are approximately ½" long. The fossil shark teeth are 
from assorted sharks: sand, tiger, bull, extinct hemipristis, mako, 
lemon, dusky, and carcharodon. The keyring comes with a fossil 
tooth identification card. We do not sort these keychains by color 
or tooth type. You will receive an assortment when you order this 
item. Not for export. 
 

Made in the USA using fossils from ancient seabeds in the Atlas 
Mountains of Africa or near the Gulf of Mexico in Florida.  

42-FST01-AS 
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 2150-X Fossil Shark Products 

Code    Description      1-23  24-99  100+ 
561-EFT01-AS  Fossil Shark Tooth Earrings with Card  $10.71 $8.93  $7.14 

These are fossil shark tooth earrings with 
assorted colored beads. The total length of 
the earring is approximately 1¼”. The 
tooth size may vary a bit as these are 
natural products. The fossil shark teeth 
are from assorted sharks: sand, tiger, bull, 
extinct hemipristis, mako, lemon, dusky, 
and carcharodon. The earrings come with 
a fossil tooth identification card. The card 
is 3½" long by 2½" wide. Not for export.  

 

Made in the USA using fossils from 
ancient seabeds in the Atlas Mountains of 

Africa or near the Gulf of Mexico in 
Florida.  561-EFT01-AS  

FOSSIL SHARK TOOTH EARRINGS 

NEW 
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